A Little Hard To Swallow: 1334
A pocket sized illustrated poetry book based on the life of Rozz Williams, a pioneer of Deathrock.

Rozz Williams was born Roger Alan Painter in Glendora, California on November 6, 1963. He took his name from a gravestone in a Pomona cemetery. His first breakthrough came in 1979 with the band Christian Death, a play on the brand Christian Dior. In 1981, he collaborated with performance artist Ron Athey to produce the beginnings of Industrial noise in a project called Premature Ejaculation. Always an innovator, Rozz Williams changed the depth of music and art while inspiring subsequent generations of artists.
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**Customer Reviews**

Let me start by saying what Lorin Morgan-Richards has created is a magnificent puzzle as to who Rozz Williams was as a human being with a beautiful animated dark short tale with a touch of Poe that will bring a smile & a chill after reading this lovely tribute. Having been lucky enough to have met Rozz on several occasions in the mid 90's i can honestly say if he were alive today he would have LOVED THIS! The labor of love that went into creating this pocket sized documentary of an artist who has been underated for so long. Is simply beautiful!!! The craft, the detail, the hand made limited edition to only 50 i believe? Is would i would say a must to all Fans of Rozz Williams & the arts.. The memory of Rozz lives on by those who love his work music, poetry, paintings etc..etc.. I see this book becoming a collectors dream in the years to come.. I highly recomend picking up copy to all... Long live The artist Rozz Williams! 1334 For ever! Cheers!

what i like about this book... well, im a big fan of rozz (and an artist) so from my point of view i liked
that this book was handmade, and had a morbid sense of humor i thought was funny. as an artist who rozz made a big impression on im always interested to see what other likeminded artists are going to do. and its handmade so for anyone with a collection of rozz memorabilia its a nice addition.

I simply love the way Lorin presents life (and death) of great late Rozz Williams.It’s stylish, great little handmade book with nice illustrations and wonderful text.It describes Rozz in full glow - as romantic,arty and dark soul which he truly was...Nice hommage to a great artist, indeed, and BIG recommendation to all his fans.Worth mentioning is that this edition is limited to ONLY 50 pieces, so grab yours before it's too late.
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